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OBJECTIVES:

r Kite Decoration

: Patriotism

: RDPS

: Classrooms

:23,01,2018/ 40 minutes

:I(A-E)

: Intra Class Activities File

To develop the aesthetic skills of learners.

To give students an opportunity to express their creative ideas.

To nurture the feelings of love and respect for the country.

To develop the feelings of patriotism among learners.

To make learners realize the importance of national festivals,

Description:

Ask not what your country can do for you, ask what you can do for your country."
By John Kennedy

A man is a patriot if his heart beats true to his country, to develop this feeling amongst the students, Kite

Decoration Activity was conducted for the students of class I in their respective classrooms. All the learners

were intimated in advance about this activity. The learners participated with great spirit and enthusiasm in

the activity. They brought A-3 cut out of kite which they decorated as per the theme of patriotism. They

could use different decorative materials and waste materials and bring out a beautiful kite as per their

imagination. There was a variety of creative ideas seen in the kites decorated by them while some made a

picture collage showing freedom fighters, national symbols,national and religious festivals, cultural heritage

and so on while some others coloured their kites beautifully in tricolor using bits of paper, crayons and

shavings, star stickers, buttons etc. Most of the kites had some slogan or a social message expressing love

and concern for the country like I love my India, Proud to be part'of a multicultural country, Save Girl Child,

Swachh Bharat ka iraada kr liya humne etc. The activity helped students to appreciate the rich cultural

heritago of the country and the significance of celebrating the national festivals. Best five entries from each

section were selected on the basis of culture, constructivism and curiosity criteria. Out of these the top five

were awarded with a certificate and a prize. Overall the activity provided learners a platform to express

creativity and show their love and respect for the nation symbolically.
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